Preface
Like its predecessor, The Dynasty of Chernigov 1054-1146 , this book is based on an examination of primary sources. From among these, the chronicles of Rus have once again served as the main reservoir of information. Nevertheless, they cannot be taken at face value. We must keep in mind that not one chronicle copy from the twelfth or the thirteenth century has survived. Chronicles written at the courts of the princes under investigation were incorporated into later compilations and have come down to us, for the most part, in those from the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries. Consequently, in evaluating chronicle accounts, we must keep in mind the biases of the original chronicler and of later compilers. Moreover, errors crept into the texts during the course of recopying when scribes inadvertently made mistakes through ignorance, carelessness, or fatigue. In some instances compilers changed the text when they sought to improve the original in the light of their own world-view. The dating also produces special difficulties. The chroniclers use two systems of dating: the March (martovskiy) Year and the Ultra-March (ul tramartovskiy) Year. Both years begin with March. When the chronicle uses the March Year, the correct January year of the Christian or Common Era is obtained by taking the chronicle date, for example 6732, the date from the creation of the world according to the Byzantine calendar, and subtracting 5508, the year before Christ in which, according to Byzantine reckoning, the world was created. This gives us the January year 1224 ce. If the chronicler is using the Ultra-March Year of 6732, it is necessary to subtract 5509 to obtain the correct January year, 1223 ce.
1 It is not always clear which system was being used. In later compilations, entries included under one year frequently represent a mixture of the two styles; the compiler incorporated into his text entries from some chronicles which used the one system and some which used the other. In determining the correct The chroniclers frequently refer to events as happening during the spring, the summer, the autumn, or the winter. Each season lasted three months. Spring began on March 8, summer on June 9, autumn on September 10, and winter on December 9. Thus, in the March Year, winter came during the last three months of the year: December, January, and February. According to the January calendar, however, the three months belong to two different years: December falls at the end of one year while January and February come at the beginning of the next. Thus, the winter that occurred in the March Year of 6732 corresponded to December of 1224 and January and February of 1225 in the January calendar, while the winter that occurred in the Ultra-March Year of 6732 corresponded to December of 1223 and January and February of 1224. It is also useful to note that the ice on the rivers usually melted in April.
The main source of southern Rus information has been the Hypatian Chronicle, which is named after its oldest manuscript from the beginning of the fifteenth century.
3 The chronicle can be divided into three parts: the so-called Primary Chronicle up to the year 1117, the South-Russian svod completed in 1200 at the Vydubichi Monastery, and the chronicle of Galicia and Volyn covering the years 1200 to 1292. 4 G. A. Perfecky translated the Galician-Volynian text into English.
5 The complete chronicle has also been translated into Ukrainian. The latter edition is particularly useful for its explanatory notes, maps, and geographical identifications.
6
In 1377, the monk Lavrenty copied the so-called Laurentian Chronicle from a defective manuscript.
7 It records events up to the year 1305 and is the oldest source of information for Suzdalia, especially for the thirteenth century. Up to the year 1240 it also reports events from the Chernigov and Kievan lands. The chronicle incorporates the "svod of 1239" kept at the court of Yaroslav Vsevolodovich and the "svod of 1263" kept at the courts of Konstantin Vsevolodovich and his sons in Rostov.
8 Written by Suzdalian scribes, this compilation of the Monomashichi on occasion expresses hostility towards the Chernigov dynasty. 
Preface xvii
The Novgorod First Chronicle gives information mostly about Novgorodian affairs. Two of its copies have been published. The Sinodal nyy spisok, or older redaction, was compiled during the fourteenth century and records events up to the middle of that century. The Komissionnyy spisok, or younger redaction, was compiled in the fifteenth century and records events up to the middle of that century.
9 Although the two copies have almost identical texts for the period under investigation, the younger redaction can at times be used to fill lacunae in the older. When quoting from the Novgorod First Chronicle two references will usually be given, the first to the older redaction and the second to the younger. The chronicle is of special importance to our study because it describes the involvement of the Ol govichi in Novgorod during the first third of the thirteenth century.
In addition to these, all the chronicles in the series Polnoe sobranie russkikh letopisey (PSRL) were examined. Many of them are late compilations from the fifteenth to the seventeenth century which, in the main, repeat the information of the three oldest chronicles listed above. Nevertheless, they occasionally contain unique items of news. Of special value are a number of compilations that derive their information from the hypothetical source known as the svod of Feodosy and Filipp (1472-9) .
10 Among these are the "Moskovskiy letopisniy svod kontsa XV veka," also known as "the Moscow svod of 1479" (Mosk.) which frequently expands or clarifies the Laurentian Chronicle, the "Ermolinskaya letopis " (Erm.), the "L vovskaya letopis " (L vov), and the "Patriarshaya ili Nikonovskaya letopis " (Nikon.). The latter has been used sparingly because of its late provenance and the questionable reliability of its amplifications.
11 Another hypothetical source, the so-called svod of 1448, contains entries with different information.
12 It was evidently used by the Novgorodian chronicles known as the "Sofiyskaya pervaya letopis " (Sof. 1) and the "Novgorodskaya chetvertaya letopis " (N4).
13 These supplement the information given by the Novgorod First Chronicle.
The seventeenth-century "Gustinskaya letopis " (Gust.) belonged to the Gustinskiy Monastery in the district of Poltava southeast of Kiev. In 1843, it xviii Preface was published as a supplement to the Hypatian Chronicle in PSRL.
14 Unfortunately, it was not included in the 1908 republication. The "Gustinskaya letopis " is important because it incorporates in its first part a manuscript similar to the Hypatian Chronicle. Consequently, a comparison of the two helps us to determine the correct dates of events. The "Radzivilovskaya letopis " is of interest for its more than six hundred miniatures. Although these were drawn towards the end of the fifteenth century when the chronicle was written, a number of them are evidently direct copies of older, probably contemporary, miniatures.
15
V. N. Tatishchev's Istoriya Rossiyskaya has been used sparingly. He produced two redactions of the work. The first, the more trustworthy, is contained in volume four of his Istoriya Rossiyskaya. He used sources that have since been lost and was thus able to incorporate new information. The second redaction, in volumes two and three, was a revision of the first. Although Tatishchev added more unique news from new chronicles and foreign sources, the second redaction is suspect. He wrote the text in contemporary Russian and therewith frequently changed the meaning of the original. He also inserted his own explanations without identifying them as such. For the purposes of our investigation the first redaction will be treated as the more reliable. Even so, his work will be referred to, in the main, only when both redactions have identical information.
16 It should also be noted that the Polish historian J. Dl ugosz wrote a twelve-volume history in which he incorporated excerpts from Kievan and Galician-Volynian chronicles. Certain items of news concerning southern and southwestern Rus are found only in his work.
17
Non-chronicle texts are also valuable sources. One of these is the Paterik of the Kievan Caves Monastery, compiled during the first third of the thirteenth century.
18 It is made up mainly of letters written by Bishop Simeon of Vladimir in Suzdalia and the monk Policarp from the monastery. The accounts contain useful references to princes and religious personages Preface xix of this period. The Lyubetskiy sinodik is an important source for helping us to determine the identities of the princes of Chernigov. The work contains a list of deceased princes of the dynasty to be commemorated by the monks at the Monastery of St. Anthony in Lyubech. R. V. Zotov compared the list of names in this source to the princes known from the chronicles and established the identities, the baptismal names, and monastic names of many individuals.
19
A short account known as the "Slovo pokhval noe na prenesenie moshchey Svv. Borisa i Gleba" exhorts the princes of Chernigov to live in brotherly love. 20 The anonymous work was presented on the feast of the translation of the relics of SS. Boris and Gleb. It appeals to the younger princes to be submissive to the elder ones and to cease their rivalries. The unknown author points to David Svyatoslavich (d. 1123) as an ideal prince and extols his princely behaviour and Christian virtues. The context of the Slovo reveals that it is a Chernigov work written after David's death.
21
Hagiographic literature and religious accounts also provide useful information. The most important of these are the Life (Zhitie) of St. Evfrosinia of Suzdal 22 and the account of the miraculous cure of Mikhail Vsevolodovich as a youth.
23 A unique source of written information is the fund of graffiti surviving on the walls of churches, notably in St. Sofia in Kiev. These inscriptions were meticulously studied by S. A. Vysotsky.
24 The epic poem "The Lay of Igor's Campaign" (Slovo o polku Igoreve) has not been used as a source.
25 Although it is useful insofar as it reflects the spirit of the age, it is unreliable as political evidence and provides no information that the chronicles do not give.
In addition to written works, other primary sources have been used. These include archaeological, architectural, artistic, sphragistic, and numismatic evidence. During the 1990s, Ukrainian archaeologists published valuable material concerning the Chernigov lands. Unfortunately for the political historian, much of the information is of greater value to the xx Preface study of the ethnic and material culture of the region. In like manner, the evidence of medieval architecture and art is of greater use to students of architecture and art than to political historians. Relying on seals and coins as sources is also problematic. Specialists frequently disagree in attributing these objects to specific princes. Moreover, there is insufficient evidence and a lack of consensus among investigators concerning the princes' personal signs such as those found on building materials. Consequently, a political historian must use all this potentially valuable evidence with caution.
The book is, in effect, a compilation of virtually all the information that the chronicles give on the dynasty of Chernigov for the period under investigation. Accordingly, events are examined chronologically in imitation of the method used by the chroniclers. Since most readers are unfamiliar with the dynasty's history, it is hoped that this method of presentation will give them a clearer understanding of it. Moreover, it will give them an appreciation of what events the chroniclers and their contemporaries considered to be noteworthy. This approach will also give the reader a cross-section view of the political, ecclesiastical, and personal lives of members of the dynasty. For easier reading each chapter is divided into subsections with headings.
Problems arise in writing Slavic place names, proper names, and titles in English. The term Rus has been used to designate the so-called kernel of the original state. For our purposes this includes the lands of Kiev, Chernigov, and Pereyaslavl , along the central Dnepr region. The terms patrimony (otchina) and domain (volost ) are used interchangeably. Place names and proper names (such as Igor , Mikhail, Pereyaslavl , Zadesen e) have been transliterated from the forms found in the indexes of the relevant chronicles. When chroniclers give different forms of a name, significant variants are noted the first time the name appears (for example, Trubetsk, Trubchesk, Trubech). For foreign names that have commonly accepted forms in English, the latter have been used (for instance, Chingis Khan, John de Plano Carpini, but Baty instead of Batu).
In speaking of dynasties, we have adopted the terminology of the chroniclers, who referred to members of a particular princely family by the collective form of the progenitor's name. For example, the descendants of Svya- 26 Some minor modifications, however, have been made to this system. For example, e and e are always transliterated as e (thus "ego" and not "yego"); the endings -yy and -iy are rendered -y in first names (as in Antony, Yury) and in modern surnames (Golubovsky, Vysotsky); however, in adjectival endings -yy and -iy are used (Pecherskyy, Vizantiyskiy); and feminine names ending in -iya are spelled -ia (Sofia, Agafia). For the transliteration of Ukrainian words and names we have followed the system adopted by The Journal of Ukrainian Studies published by The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies in Toronto. Greek, Polish, German, and other foreign names are transliterated according to the forms found in The Cambridge Medieval History. Russian diacritical marks have not been used.
Abbreviations are explained in the list of abbreviations, where bibliographical information is found for the frequently used abbreviated titles. For unabbreviated titles, the first reference to a work is given in its complete form while subsequent references consist of the author's name, a key word or words from the title, and the page reference. The plan to investigate the history of the dynasty of Chernigov was conceived some twenty years ago. The intention was to write the history in one book, but it soon became clear that a single volume would not do justice to all the available material. During the course of writing this, the second book on the dynasty of Chernigov, I received much valuable assistance from colleagues and friends whom I wish to thank. First, I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness, albeit posthumously, to my former supervisor John Fennell, who encouraged me to take up the project and guided me with his insightful observations until his death. The late Sir Dimitri Obolensky advised me on Orthodox practices and Jonathan Shepard apprised me of Byzantine political traditions.
Ukrainian colleagues also helped in my research. Volodymyr Mezentsev was a mine of information on Chernigov's architectural heritage. Until his death, S. A. Vysotsky kept me abreast of his findings on the graffiti in the Cathedral of St. Sofia in Kiev. Over a number of years Mikhaylo Sagaydak and Volodymyr Kovalenko organized expeditions to medieval sites in Ukraine. We walked in the footsteps of the princes in Chernigov, Novgorod Severskiy, and Lyubech. We visited the Zadesen'e and the Posem'e district where V. V. Pryimak also offered his specialist's knowledge on that region. Expeditions to the south of Kiev took us to the river Ros region. En route to Vladimir in Volyn we visited Vruchiy, famous for its purple slate deposits. And from Galicia we retraced the route that merchants took to Kiev and Chernigov. In Kiev Gleb Ivakin and Volodymyr Zotsenko introduced me to its historical sites. I am also grateful to these colleagues for providing me with the most recent Ukrainian publications on Rus . Other scholars and local officials whom I have not singled out also helped us on the expeditions. I wish to thank them all for their generous assistance and for their ubiquitous spirit of camaraderie.
A number of librarians merit a special note of thanks. 
